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Pew Research Center: US political differences are now much greater than those related to age, education, 
gender and race. Fewer citizens now hold moderate political positions. 
American Psychological Association “Stress in America" 2018 survey: 69% stressed about country's future. 
“The country's youngest adults are the most likely …to report poor mental health…least likely to vote.”  
Social and cultural factors in polarization: Via group identity (tribalism) as social animals, we evolved to adopt 
our group’s beliefs & values. Our increasingly diverse society (ethnic, religious, etc) has us dividing into 
smaller tribes, often based on political beliefs rather than country, religion, etc, reducing common views.   
Social contract (Thomas Hobbes): “...[we] contract with each other to establish political community (civil 
society) through a social contract in which (we) all gain security in return for subjecting (ourselves) to an 
absolute sovereign, one man or an assembly of men.” Our institutions are on the honor system...Voluntary 
nature of social contracts makes them vulnerable to less cooperative and peaceful approaches by those with 
lower moral standards.  Choices made for the greater good are not guaranteed.” 
Social contagion:  social norms that protect against incivility & prejudice can change quickly when people of 
power & influence model bad behavior. Doesn’t create bias but normalizes preexisting bias and reduces fear 
of rejection by one’s group, reducing restraints on behavior that was formerly contrary to social norms.  
Other research suggesting social contagion impact: 
High “expressed emotion” research in families/groups (e.g., conflict, strong emotions, criticism, poor 
boundaries, frequent changes, etc) is associated with more symptoms of mental illness. Violent behavior by 
some persons may be encouraged when persons (via media) act aggressively (verbal & physical). 
Biological and neurological factors in polarization 
Decision-making is often emotional and not logical per neuroscience. Despite “age of enlightenment” ideal of 
deciding based on rational logic, we now know that’s not the main way people work. 
Neuroscientist Antonio Damasio - people with damage in areas of the brain important for emotions were not 
only unable to experience emotions, they also had extreme difficulty in making simple decisions.  
-Evolution led to “behavioral immune system” for uncomfortable thoughts. Our brain protects us from novel 
or uncomfortable thoughts, like the body’s immune system protects us from foreign organisms. 
Disgust, a primary emotion, promotes survival of species by helping us quickly learn to avoid potentially 
dangerous things that could lead to disease. May also cause rejection of persons unlike us.  
Brain’s “fight-flight” system evolved to promote survival, triggered by danger signals. Danger signals now are 
mostly social situations, but our brain and body still act as if survival is at stake and our brain defaults from 
reason to emotions (fight-flight), which temporarily reduces our consideration of rational options. 
Cortical influences help inhibit more primitive urges from the lower centers. Neural connections between 
cortical and lower endocrine and autonomic centers of the brain allow for “top down” influence, so emotions 
and thoughts can influence each other over time, in both directions (but easier influence from low to high). 
Conservatives have a stronger physiological response to threat 
MRI scans show more grey matter volume in right amygdala (fear-based processing) in conservatives than 
liberals.  Greater physiological reactions to sudden noises and threatening images are correlated with 
defense spending, capital punishment, etc., while physiological hyposensitivity to such stimuli are associated 
with typically liberal policy support (foreign aid, liberal immigration policies, gun control, etc). 
Fear can make you more conservative  
Fear leads to conservative viewpoints and reduced fear to more liberal views: “Helping people imagine 
they're completely safe from harm can make them (temporarily) hold more (socially) liberal views.”  
We Are Not Prisoners of Our Brains & Emotions: Research shows power we have to influence our primitive 
emotions and biases, but requires work to keep reason on par with emotion. 

 
 
 



Cognitive & Personality Factors in Polarization - Qualifications and limitations:  Cultural context moderates 
personality & cognitive factors. Most research on political orientation is with Western cultures and has 
looked at right rather than left leaning subjects so far.  
Bias and group preference is built in as part of the human condition 
Herbert Simon & Daniel Kahneman both won Nobel prizes for their research on decision-making: We are not 
totally rational, and we simplify problems via mental shortcuts to reduce cognitive effort – includes cognitive 
biases which evolved as shortcuts to simplify decision-making, as it is easier than reasoning.  
Cognitive Biases Make People Vulnerable to Misinformation Spread by Social Media 
Information we consume in current media environment includes much questionable material, which 
increases our use of cognitive biases, and ultimately leads to greater distortions of reality.  
Cognitive factors & Common cognitive errors 

Motivated reasoning - we view & recall information & events based on our group identity; we are 
motivated to see what we want 
 Confirmation bias: “tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that 
confirms one's preexisting beliefs or hypotheses.”  We view ambiguous data as confirming our side. 
False dichotomy/either-or thinking: Claiming there are only two options when there may be others. 

Continued influence effect of misinformation - “Boomerang effect” 
Early research said persons given facts contrary to their political views increased their erroneous beliefs. Led 
to initial impression that restating false assertions while correcting them with accurate information 
strengthened belief in the erroneous information. Better quality 2014 study found no evidence that people 
became more rigid in their beliefs when given new data, though we are vulnerable to sheer repetition of false 
information.  More details in a corrected statement help increase changes in beliefs, and it helps to spend 
more time on accurate info and less on the original myth. Older adults more vulnerable to this effect. 
Dunning-Kruger effect:  Those who don’t know much, overestimate how much they know. However, people 
who are the most well-informed about politics are often the most stubborn. Dan Kahan, a psychologist at 
Yale: the smarter we are, the more we use our IQ to ally with our preferred group. Balanced, objective 
approach is more likely effective when emotions and group identity aren’t involved. 
5-factor personality differences between liberals and conservatives: Strong relationship between Openness 
and liberalism & Conscientiousness and conservatism 
Media Influence: More sources, more variety, less mainstream, more extreme content, social media sorting 
leads to more contradictory content and divides us. 
Propaganda plays to emotions rather than facts, identifies an enemy who threatens “us” & repeats this 
message over and over; uses deception, confusion and other dishonest means. Propaganda’s goal isn’t so 
much to convince you of false info as to cause doubts about the truth. 
“If it bleeds, it leads…”: Anything in media that arouses strong emotions (e.g., fear or anger) is a danger 
signal, triggering the fight-flight response, so that more primitive areas of the brain take over. This higher 
emotional state impedes rational analysis so we are vulnerable to manipulation by propaganda or fake info.  
Social media copies gambling methods to create psychological cravings  
-“The pull-to-refresh and infinite scrolling mechanism on our news feeds are unnervingly similar to a slot 
machine” –T. Harris, former design ethicist for Google 
-“…Uses variable ratio reinforcement schedules and is key to social media users repeatedly checking their 
screens” Dr Mark Griffiths,  professor of behavioral addiction 
How can we improve accuracy of information via media? 
Use sources with credible history, so when reposting a story on social media, if what is grabbing your 
attention is emotionally arousing, check out info via Snopes, or other reputable sites before sharing. Other 
ways: Ombudsmen in media; changes in social media - delete or label false information or sources. 
Journalism – how to improve enforcement of good, ethical practices? Good journalism seal of approval? But 
limits of enforcement due to first amendment restrict options here. Anyone can now be a “journalist.” 
 



Moral factors in polarization (from: The Righteous Mind: why good people are divided by politics and religion 
(2012): Jonathan Haidt) - Based on latest moral foundations research. Kohlberg’s stages of moral 
development based on rational approach are outdated. Newer research: morality differs by culture; morals 
often derive from intuitions and unconscious processes, by personality factors and by social modeling. Our 
rational mind is like a president’s press secretary, who can rationalize any decision or statement by the 
president. Allows us to frequently lie, to others and to ourselves. 
Moral Foundations that drive decision-making  

• “Care/harm…sensitive to signs of suffering and need …despise cruelty…” 

• “Fairness/cheating …shun or punish cheaters.” 

• “Loyalty/betrayal foundation…sensitive to signs that another person is a team player…trust and reward 
such people…hurt, ostracize, or even kill those who betray us or our group.”  

• “Authority/subversion …sensitive to signs of rank or status, signs that others are (or are not) behaving 
properly, given their position.” 

• “Sanctity/degradation [tied to religion] …includes behavioral immune system…invests objects with 
irrational and extreme values—both positive and negative—which are important for binding groups.” 

-Liberals’ foundations: Care/harm; Fairness/cheating; Conservatives’ foundations: All five  
David Brooks on why liberals and conservatives need each other: 
“…politics is a competition between partial truths. Most great issues are competing ‘goods’ – security vs 
freedom, equality vs achievement, diversity vs cohesion…we need each other to balance each other out” and 
to help correct each other for our group’s excesses and deficiencies 

Solutions for Polarization?  

• Listen more and talk less; to persuade someone, use points that appeal to their moral foundation; 
diversify your sources of information and who you talk to; maintain civility & respect. 

Why engage With Someone Who Believes Differently Than You? 
Research shows that groups with diverse membership make better decisions than groups lacking diversity or 
groups largely made up of gifted individuals 
Talking across political divides:  Don’t expect people to change their views, but let relationship-building 
persuade, not logic or verbal combat. Let a civil dialog lead to a softening or broadening of views naturally. 
Keep teaching and coaching to a minimum. Ensure civility - but people must be able to speak freely. 
Motivational Interviewing: Nonjudgmental, nonconfrontational, empathic, climate creates “Psychological 
safety” and lower fight/flight, better access to reasoning capacity.  
Approaches likely to Backfire:  Righting Reflex: correcting someone doing what you think is “wrong” or 
offering advice and telling someone the “right” way to do something; leads to… 

• Psychological Reactance: more resistance to your idea when person feels their choice is being restricted           
Relationships can heal divisions, reduce negative views of other side, help to find common ground 
Strengthening relationships & cooperation via positive and kind acts 
To build strong relationship, aim for 5 positive interactions or moments for every 1 negative moment. This 
approach is brain-based – brain focuses on negative signals due to its survival value; positive events have less 
power so we need more of them to decrease fight-flight mode. 
Importance of relationship is evidence-based in many areas of outcome 

• Relationship (therapeutic alliance) - strong contributing common factor in psychotherapy outcome and 
behavior change; key variable in parenting (PCIT) and marriage therapy, etc. 

• Building a relationship - more effective than torture in gathering intelligence from enemy combatants 

• Attending to relationship may lead to better outcomes, finding common ground with political differences  
ACCEPTANCE: Use mindfulness-based techniques to accept negative events, emotions or actions by others 
without overreaction; don’t dwell on them. Focus on positive behaviors consistent with common values – 
[find common ground]. When you get caught up in negative behavior or emotions, calmly return to your 
values of listening, building the relationship. 
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Better Angels (www.better-angels.org) is a bipartisan, citizens movement founded in direct response to 
the extreme polarization that surfaced around the 2016 election. The name is taken from Lincoln’s 1861 
inaugural address in which he states that “we are not enemies, but friends” and appeals to the “better 
angels of our nature” to heal a divided nation. Through workshops, education, and media, Better Angels 
focuses on bringing those with different viewpoints back into conversation. We do not seek to change 
anyone’s political views or bring us all to the center. We try to understand the other side’s point of view, 
even if we don’t agree with it. In our communities, we engage those we disagree with, looking for 
common ground and ways to work together. In politics, we support principles that bring us together 
rather than divide us. Many of the approaches used by Better Angels are based on established 
psychological interventions and would be familiar to most psychologists. 
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